
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some Press  Reviews related to Giulia’s work as a composer, 
bassist and leader of the Giulia Valle Group. 
 
 
"...There´s a Hadenish quality to the playing... the group sound is quite distinctive. 
Catch up with her, Valle´s going to be a star” 
Brian Morton | Jazz Journal – London 
 
 “Giulia Valle showed a new and very advanced sound. She is one of the greatest 
European Jazz creators of today” Karles Torra, La Vanguardia –bcn- 
 
“A visual and deeply evoking music, a form of Jazz reaching excellence, a great 
complicity between all band members…” Pierre Palomé , César –France-  
 
“Deep, evoking, emotional, beyond time, Giulia Valle leads Jazz beyond many 
of the established limits, mixing vertigin and seduction” Pere Pons, Avui 
(Bcn) 
 
 “ Anyone interested on modern jazz artists like Chris Potter, David Binney, 
Dave Holland… should find the music of Giulia Valle of great interest” 
-Farrell Lowe, “All about Jazz, U.S.A 
 
“Extraordinary as a bass player as well as a composer, Giulia Valle has reached an 
intense, unique  and extremely rich musical universo.” 
Borja Duñó, Time Out Magasine, Barcelona. 
 
“nowadays European jazz scene will have to count on G.Valle’s talent” -Jacques 
Denis, “Jazz Magasine” France. 
 
“Giulia Valle has the ability to bring jazz through a journey beyond all limits, 
to a place where seduction and vertigo are intertwined.” Pere Pons “Avui” 
(Bcn) 
 
"Valle Giulia is, today, one of the most promising and interesting emerging artists 
from the European scene"  



Revista Enderrock – Barcelona 
 
 “An extraordinary work that mixes emotions in a very colorful way… That band 
and its musicians trajectories should be followed very carefully” 
-N.Pollastri, “All about Jazz” Italia. 
 
“Berenice, an impressing work that confirms Valle as one of the most original 
and brilliant artists of the new catalan jazz” -Martí Farré- Jaçz (Bcn) 
 
“nowadays European jazz scene will have to count on G.Valle’s talent” -Jacques 
Denis, “Jazz Magasine” France. 
 
“Giulia Valle.. one of the greatest artists on the European Jazz scene” Karles 
Torra “La Vanguardia” Bcn. 
Related to her other Project “Líbera” (a septet with trumpet 
& effects, Flute, Voice, electric guitar, pedal Steel guitar, bass 
& drums) 
 
 
"Giulia Valle’s 'Libera' is a project that transcends all stylistic corsets and is able 
to bring you in only one track, the folk cadence of marching band, a fanfare, a 
mariachi, and then it can fly free over the premises of a psychedelic flashed free-
jazz sound. Great music."! 
Ramon Súrio | La Vanguardia - Barcelona 
 
 
"As time goes by, Giulia has become an artist that goes far beyond her role of 
jazzwoman and is has established herself as a composer that ignores any stylistic 
boundaries." 
Esteban Linés | La vanguardia - Barcelona 
 
 
	  


